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Department of Science & Technology
Vision: University system in the top of Asia

Mission: .. key scientific researches are created; it is also one of the pioneers in important innovations and contributions to the national development, promoting the social progress.
2011 FUNCTIONS

- Established by Director of VNU
- Managing IP assets of VNU;
- Counseling for VNUHCM Director in registering and commercialization IP.
Mission Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer Center (IPTC)

Missions

BUILDING
Procedure and Policy for IP

TRAINING
Knowledge, skills in IP

SUPPORTING
Members and Affiliated units upon request

COOPERATING
Companies/Incubators
Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer Center

- Lecturers, Researchers
- Domestic/International Company
- IP VN/SCIENCE ORGANIZATIONS (S&T IP, HCM)
- Incubator/Startup Ecosystem
R&D capacity development strategy

- Investment model successively changed from **passive model** to **active one**.
- To strengthen the R&D capacity, following strategy is adopted:
  - Step 1: Investment for enhancing research capacity
  - Step 2: Nurturing international-class research groups
  - Step 3: Establishment of Centers of Excellence (CoEs)
  - Step 4: Strengthening Academia-Industry linkage and promoting the technology transfer and commercialization
Total revenue from TT activities is ~ 12 M$/year
Conclusions

Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer Center (IPTC) → Output and input

R&D project:

(1) Efficient Allocation and Utilization of R&D resources: Selection and Concentration, Joint Research in very focal topics (core technology)

(2) Strengthening of innovation capabilities (Human resources)

(3) Collaboration among industry, investment company, University, and Local government

(4) Openness
THANK YOU SO MUCH